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- 1,. Which memory is not directly accessed by CPU?

2. Howmanybitsmake onebyte?
{[! Mreltiple Choice Questions
- Tick (/) the correct option.

7. Drum, Flatbed and Inkjet are the three types of ..............

(a) plotterr 1...j,-} @) printerr l.=.___. f.l projectors

2. General purpose software islsqe of .............. softwal5:_,*_,

(a) system t j @) application ; (c) both(a)and(b)
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3. A.............. isacollectionofallthefilesinanorganisation.
(a) field il (b) record i i (c) database

4. Detecting the problem in a computer system when it is not working properly is called
(a) scanning

Fill in the blanks
1. A..............:................ is a machine for manipulating data according to a list of instructions

known as .......:......................-..... .

;.;.....i...:..... and.......... ... are themostcommonlyused outputdevices.
.:.................:.!....-..........isusedtodisplayvideos,imagesor comp-uterdataonalargerscreen.
The storage device of a computer system is referred to ........,.:.q..!..r............

Answerthe following
1. Name the two types of memory.

2. \A/ho is known as the'Father of the Pentium Chip'?
3. \A/hat is data hierarchy?

4. Define field and record. f*U .

5. Write a short note on 3-D printing. P -8

tl @) formatting i*] (c) troubleshooting []
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6. Write short notes on the following with suitable examples.

(a) application software f-1t- @) system software ?-\\
7. What is the relationship between the computer hardware and software? 1f
8. Explain the types of printers. f *'+
9. Explain computer memory and its types. \ b

10. \A/hatdoyoudowhenyourcomputerishung? \ {j
Computer In Everyday Life (Application-based Questions)
1. Simran drew a picture and gave the print command. \Atrhich application software has she

used to draw the picture? Name the device she has used to take the output.
2. Name the input device used to sense and read thick and thin black stripes present on the

items usually sold at supermarkets. Explain one advan of using this device.
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Make a poster showing some of the common computer problems and their remedies.

For more links and activities, go to www.cordovajoyfullearning.com/references/computers.aspx
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